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Critters, both birds and animals, provide significant challenges in the operation and maintenance of
electric systems around the world.  After more than 35 years of research, a safe and effective chemical
deterrent has been developed that has proven effective in modifying both bird and animal behavior.
Initially developed for use as a woodpecker deterrent, tests on other animal species indicate the potential
to significantly reduce critter caused outages on overhead and underground utility systems.
This paper reviews the research, development and testing that went into this technology beginning with
the earliest work as a woodpecker deterrent.  Products and methods for applying these important results
in todays operating-utility environment are also reviewed.
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WOODPECKER DETERRENT RESEARCH
Woodpeckers cause severe damage and significant economic losses to utility companies across the
country.  The first definitive research project into chemical deterrents began in 1972 with the funding of
a research project "CONTROL OF WOODPECKER DAMAGE TO ELECTRIC POWER POLES AND
CROSSARMS".  This research was conducted by animal behavioral scientists at Southwest Research
Institute, San Antonio, Texas, and sponsored  by 7 electric cooperatives in South Texas (Guadalupe
Valley Electric Cooperative, Blue Bonnet Electric Cooperative, South Texas Electric Cooperative,
Wharton County Electric Cooperative, San Bernard Electric Cooperative, Fayette Electric Cooperative
and Karnes Electric Cooperative).  
Initially the project was broken into three phases, Literature Search, Toxicity Study, and Cage Testing of
test chemicals on sections of electric power poles exposed to woodpecker attack and damage.  These
phases were followed by years of field testing.
Several hundred chemical compounds were studied as part of this effort.  Based on initial results
obtained, one compound, a ketone solvent internally identified as ST-138, was selected for further study.
(ST-138 is a widely used industrial solvent typically found in paints, lacquers, printers/newspaper inks,
coil coatings, PVC and vinyl co-polymer processing, and is used in the manufacture of chemical
compounds for antiseptic applications.)
Cage Tests: An aviary was constructed and two GOLDEN FRONT ADULT WOODPECKERS were
housed in it. A test pole (untreated) was placed in the aviary with the birds so pecking and territory
claims could be started. After a conditioning period of some six months, a new creosote impregnated
distribution class electric power pole was placed in the aviary with one half of the surface of the top half
of the pole painted with the compound and the other half left unpainted. 

Fig 2. Cage Tests Using Golden Fronted Adult Woodpeckers
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For the first few months of the test, the untreated side of the test pole was vigorously attacked by the
woodpeckers (Fig. 3) leaving numerous holes in same. During the same period, the treated side of the test
pole (Fig. 4.) was virtually unscathed.  
Field tests: In 1980, several DISTRIBUTION  and SUB-TRANSMISSION line sections were selected
for field testing.  Poles with a significant history of woodpecker damage were selected and treated. For
the first two years after initial application, the compound appeared to significantly reduce golden front
adult woodpecker activity.  effectiveness of the deterring compound 
Results: Primary conclusions reached as a result of this research:

• Life of the of the product decreased after two to three years.  This reduction in effectiveness
appeared to be directly related to the dissipation rate of the compound in the wood. A
method must be developed to increase longevity and to provide a controlled
time-release of the deterrent.

• The physical deterring mechanism must to be defined.

Two important woodpecker behavior traits were observed during this field testing phase:
 

• Woodpecker activity did not increase on untreated poles immediately adjacent
to the treated poles.

• Woodpeckers are territorial. "If he cannot have the pole, other woodpeckers
are not going to invade his territory."

Fig 3. Untreated Pole Side Fig 4. Pole Side Treated with ST-138
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As part of this research project, deterrent tests were also conducted on other species of birds including
pigeons, sparrows, bluejays, mockingbirds, and chickens.  The results of these studies were mixed.
Tests with pigeons, sparrows, bluejays, and mockingbirds showed NO indication that the chemical
influenced the birds behavior.  

With feeding chickens, a behavioral effect was observed.  A portion of feed in one tray was wetted with
the compound and non-coated feed grain placed in another tray. The chickens readily ate the non-coated
grain but would not eat the treated feed grain and no apparent ill affects were caused by the few pecks at
the treated grain. It was observed that the avoidance appeared to be caused as the tongue came in contact
with the treated grain. This observation led researchers to the conclusion that the physical deterring
mechanism to chickens was TASTE.

THE BREAKTHROUGH: MICRO-ENCAPSULATION OF A SOLVENT
Increased longevity of the deterrent required that a method be developed to extend its useful life while at
the same time controlling its release rate.  The problem was that the primary deterrent was a chemical
SOLVENT.
When dealing with chemical solvents, there are two words that typically don’t go together --
ENCAPSULATION and SOLVENT.  After years of research, a process was developed and patented
"METHOD OF ENCAPSULATING A VOLATILE LIQUID", U.S. Patent No. 6,596,204, that makes it
possible to encapsulate and time-release a chemical solvent at a predetermined, controllable level.  
A field testing program was implemented with utilities from around the country participating. This field
testing effort lasted more than 10 years and involved a number of chemical formulations and application
techniques.  
The most successful of the deterrent formulations tested incorporated a two-part epoxy PAINT
containing micro-capsules of the deterrent.  While these tests proved the coating to be successful in
reducing pileated woodpecker activity, painting large sections of the pole with a PAINT BRUSH was
MESSY.  The deterrent was subsequently reformulated into a more controllable, less messy, two-part
epoxy PUTTY that is applied with a putty knife rather than a paint brush.  Field testing of this
Woodpecker Deterrent Putty continued through 2004.  
The results of these field tests indicated that the encapsulated coating successfully reduced pileated
woodpecker activity on wood transmission line structures.  However, without actual quantification, the
measure of true effectiveness of the deterrent was subjective. 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE RESEARCH CENTER (USDA) STUDY: 
"EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CHEMICAL DETERRENTS IN REDUCING
PILEATED WOODPECKER DAMAGE TO WOOD UTILITY POLES"
In August 2003, an offer was made by the National Wildlife Research Center (USDA) to include
ICORP’s ISTOP Deterrent as part of an ongoing NWRC testing and evaluation project designed to
"Evaluate The Effectiveness of Chemical Deterrents in Reducing Pileated Woodpeckers Damage to
Wood Utility Poles".  Their offer was graciously accepted.
The NWRC Test:  Eleven pileated woodpeckers were captured and housed separately in covered outdoor
enclosures (3 m x 7 m x 3 m) with free access to one untreated utility pole section (20 cm x 122 cm) for a
period of 10 days.  Every day the wood that had been removed from the untreated pole was collected,
placed in a drying oven for 24 hours to standardize the moisture content, weighed and recorded.  This
provided a base-line of the damage done by each individual woodpecker.
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An identical untreated utility pole section, 20 cm x 122 cm, was placed on metal stands and back in each
cage for 4 pre-conditioning days. Following this period, poles were removed from the enclosures, treated,
and placed back into their respective enclosures for 10 days.. Descriptive statistics were used to compare
the last-day of the pre-conditioning period to the post-treatment period.
Considered a "NO CHOICE TEST", the woodpecker had no choice but to land on the pole or fly 24/7.
The data was then analyzed comparing the last day of the pre-conditioning period to the post-treatment
period using a 2-factor randomized block design that measured the effects of the treatments over days. A
mixed linear model was used to compare damage levels among treatments and experiment days. 

The Results: Three treatment scenarios were tested: Full treatment with ISTOP Deterrent applied directly
to the pole; Full treatment with ISTOP Deterrent used in combination with a PVC sheet (wrapped and
nailed to the pole); and Plugs of ISTOP Deterrent (placed in 1.27 cm diameter holes drilled 2.5 cm deep
and spaced 7.6 cm apart. The remaining surface area of the pole was left untreated.)

           Treatment Method
Full Treatment with ISTOP Deterrent
applied directly to the pole

Full treatment with ISTOP Deterrent
used in combination with PVC

Plugs of ISTOP Deterrent

                        Results
 71% reduction in mean amount of daily

wood removed.

  97% reduction in mean daily amount of
wood removed.

  15% reduction in mean daily amount of
wood removed

Table 1. National Wildlife Research Center Test Results on ISTOP Deterrent Treated Poles

Fig 5. Test Cages at the USDA’s National
Wildlife Research Center (NWRC) 
Ft. Collins, CO
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Fig 6. Results of NWRC’s 10 day NO-CHOICE Test
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Woodpecker Behavior, the Key to Cost-Effective Deterrence
The most cost effective woodpecker deterrent program is the one that requires the least amount of
chemical deterrent to affect the maximum amount of protection.  While research had proven the
micro-encapsulated to be effective in reducing woodpecker activity, additional work was required to
develop a Targeted Approach to deterrent application.
Development of a cost-effective woodpecker deterrence program requires an understanding of
woodpecker behavior and an answer to the question, "Why do they attack a treated wood pole?"  
Most wild birds and animals spend a large portion of their time foraging for food. While the techniques
employed in this search vary widely, the woodpecker’s resounding rat-tat-tat is distinctive. Mastered
through millions of years of evolution, woodpeckers use their highly-developed, built-in sonic testing
device, their pecker, in what seems to be a never ending search for food. 
Woodpecker feeding patterns are well documented and systematic. The following is a simplified
explanation of this behavior: 

Once a woodpecker has selected a tree, he methodically pecks (sonic tests) its entire length
looking for voids under the surface of the wood. Experience has taught them that the presence
of these voids can lead to their favorite meal - BUGS.
When a void is found, pecking is initiated in an effort to drive the insects out for a quick meal.
If insects don’t appear, additional pecking ensues to provide the insects with an exit hole from
which the woodpecker can feed. Referred to as "foraging holes" or "peck-outs", these smaller
holes are important as they provide a visual indicator of the most promising locations for future
feeding activities. Better said, THEY WILL BE BACK!

How do dead and decaying trees relate to treated wood poles? Wood poles don’t have voids that contain
insects --- or do they? Let’s look at this question from the woodpecker’s perspective.  
Wood pole processing, in general, consists of selecting and cutting the tree, peeling away the bark,
drying it, then treating it with chemical preservatives. Anyone that has purchased 2x4’s from a lumber
yard knows that when wood dries it shrinks and cracks. This same cracking phenomenon occurs in
treated wood poles, both internally and externally. Externally, the cracks are visible. Internally, cracks or
voids form along the tree’s ring lines. Referred to as "shakes", these appear to hold the answer to why a
woodpecker will attack a treated wood pole.
Results of tests run by two electric utilities provides an insight into the significance of shakes on
woodpecker activity. These tests involved evaluating a number of new wood poles for the presence and
location of shakes. In one case an x-ray device was used to locate these voids and in the other the poles
were sounded with a hammer. In both cases, the poles were then put into service. After several years, an
inventory was taken of woodpecker activity on these poles, and the results correlated against the
previously identified shakes. Correlations as high as 80% were reported between the presence of wood
shakes and woodpecker activity. It appears that woodpeckers are indeed interpreting wood shakes as
potential sources of food!

TARGETED APPROACH TO WOODPECKER DETERRENCE
Now that all of the parameters have been defined, let’s review a targeted approach to cost-effective wood
pole management.
On existing poles the woodpecker has supplied a BLUEPRINT of his intended targets.  Obvious areas for
deterrent application include peck-outs (foraging holes), around existing nest holes, and in other areas of
demonstrated woodpecker activity;
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For replacement poles, inventory woodpecker activity on the pole being removed for application of
deterrent.  We have seen that woodpeckers will often return to these same locations on the new pole to
begin their foraging activities.
On adjacent poles, whether new or existing, review woodpecker activity to identify any repetitive
patterns where deterrent application should also be considered. 
Woodpecker activity in highly stress areas of a structure can lead to significant reduction in its service
life. These areas include around down guys, cross arms, braces, insulators attachments, etc. Applying
deterrent to these areas can reduce woodpecker activity and increase reliability.

BUT WHAT IS THE PHYSICAL DETERRING MECHANISM?
Since the onset of the 1972 research project it was always believed that TASTE was the physical
deterring mechanism.  Tests with another species of animals proved this assumption wrong!
The test animals -- HORSES.  Their chewing targets -- WOODEN FENCES.  
Testing with horses began early in 2000 by painting the tops of fences that were actively being chewed.
After more than two years, not even one chew mark was found on the treated areas.  If taste was the
mechanism, there would have been at least one area where the horses had tested the coating to get the
idea that they no longer wanted to chew on it.  Since there was no "test area", TASTE had to be
eliminated as the physical deterring mechanism.  SMELL had earlier been ruled out as no perceptible
odor could be detected.
In early 2002, Farm Managers in Lexington, Kentucky, were consulted for insight into horse behavior. A
simple test was run to determine if these no-chewing results could be duplicated.  
Using a twelve stall barn occupied by twelve hungry thoroughbreds, an ISTOP-coated board was passed
under each horses nose.  The results were unexpected.  Each animal demonstrated an immediate response
to the coated board.  They each flared their nostrils, flared their lips, and some even backed up.  Just
because we humans couldn’t smell it didn’t mean that they couldn’t.  The physical deterring mechanism
turned out to be SMELL!  The trade name Sniff’n’Stop®

 was subsequently registered for this new line
of animal deterring products.

Sniff’n’Stop Treated

Untreated

Fig 8. Equine Chewing Targets - Wooden Fences
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SNIFF’n’STOP TESTED AND FOUND EFFECTIVE AT THE KENTUCKY HORSE PARK
Equine wood chewing poses a serious health hazard to all breeds.  In addition to damaging barns and
fences, the habit results in digestional difficulties (including colic), severe erosion of teeth, and dental
disease.  
Sniff’n’Stop has been tested, evaluated, and proven to be an effective chewing deterrent at farms and
ranches throughout the country.  One of the most notable of these is the famed Kentucky Horse Park in
Lexington, KY.  
According to the Kentucky Horse Park’s Director of Planning, Construction & Maintenance, "Our worst
chewing and cribbing problem is in our mustang paddock.  As an example of the severity of the problem,
these mustangs can reduce new 6x6 wood columns to 3x3’s in a matter of days.  No product that we have
tried has lasted more than two days in the mustang paddock. 
"In July 2002, Kentucky Horse Park personnel applied Sniff’n’Stop onto wood columns and other active
chewing areas of the mustang feeding shed.  This area had been identified as having the Horse Parks
greatest wood chewing problem.  
"Nearly four years after initial Sniff’n’Stop application, there is no indication of further chewing
on the Sniff’n’Stop treated areas."

Sniff’n’Stop

Fig. 9. Run-in/Feeding Shed in the Kentucky Horse Park Mustang Paddock 
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SNIFF’n’STOP APPLICATIONS
The Sniff’n’Stop coating is formulated to time-release a unique odor that animals can smell yet humans
can’t.  With a release rate of approx. 0.2 ppm, Sniff’n’Stop’s smell is below normal human perception
levels of approx. 4 ppm, but well within the range most birds and animals can smell which, according to
veterinarians can be as much as 100 to 1,000 times better than humans.
Because of its wide range of applications, Sniff’n’Stop is manufactured and available in both paint and
putty two-part epoxy formulations.  Sniff’n’Stop PUTTY kits are used primarily for targeted
applications.  Sniff’n’Stop PAINT kits are recommended for larger scale applications.  
Sniff’n’Stop has been tested on a range of other birds, animals, and insects.  The following table presents
a partial listing of these test critters.  Results of recent Sniff’n’Stop tests with each are also reviewed.

Species Works Didn’t Work   Looks Promising
Mammals: Squirrel      X

Beaver      X
Porcupine      X
Dog      X
Cat      X
Goat      X
Horse      X
Bear      X

Birds: Woodpecker      X
Pigeon          X
Sparrow          X 
Bluejay          X 
Mockingbird          X
Vulture          X
Chicken      X

Insects: Carpenter ant      X
Fire ant   X

Squirrel: Squirrels must constantly chew to keep their teeth ground down and sharpened.  The problem
arises when this chewing is directed toward utility equipment (e.g. overhead and underground cables,
weather heads, and cables in risers).

    Figs. 10. & 11.  The Problem:
Squirrels Chewing on Power Cables.
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Sniff’n’Stop PUTTY kits work best for minimizing damage done to utility equipment by squirrels.  Each
kit contains a variety of disposable tools to simplify installation.  
For risers, a strip sponge (included in the kit) is wrapped around the cable and stuffed into the top of the
riser.  Mixed Sniff’n’Stop is then applied onto the sponge, and distributed with the disposable Putty
Knife.
Disposable gloves (included in the kit) are used to smear Sniff’n’Stop onto irregular surfaces such as on
cables or weather heads.  (Some utilities have reported that coating a portion of a triplex service drop
with Sniff’n’Stop not only deterred the squirrels from chewing on the cables, but in some cases reduced
their running up and down it as well.)

Porcupine and Bear:  Utilities in the Northeast report that porcupine can be worse than beaver when it
comes to chewing wood poles at groundline.  This is evident on PENELEC’s wood transmission lines in
the mountains of northern Pennsylvania.

Figs. 12. & 13.  Sniff’n’Stop PUTTY Kits are available with Large or Small Sniff’n’Stop
Clip-Paks, and Contain a Strip Sponge, and Disposable Gloves and Putty Knife.   

Figs. 14. & 15.  Porcupine Damage
on the PENELEC System

Strip Sponge

Disposable
Putty Knife
and Gloves

Sniff’n’Stop PUTTY
Clip-Pak
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OTHER SNIFF’n’STOP APPLICATIONS AND METHODS
Sniff’n’Stop’s has proven to be effective at concentrations of approx. 0.2 ppm.  Tests have shown that
these concentrations can be maintained at the surface of a thin-film coating for a minimum of six years,
even in open well-vented areas such as on wood poles or fences.  
New Sniff’n’Stop formulations have been developed that increase Sniff’n’Stop’s release rate increasing
the effective deterrent distance from the source.
  

Figs. 15. & 16.  Sniff’n’Stop PAINT Kits used to deter porcupines from unwanted chewing are
available in QUART or GALLON Kits, and Contain a Paint Mixing Stick and Disposable Paint Brush.

Disposable
Paint Brush

Paint Mixing
Stick

Sniff’n’Stop Epoxy
PAINT

Figs. 17. & 18.  Sniff’n’Stop PAINT Kits proved effective in stopping bears from marking
their territory on PENELEC’s wood transmission poles.

For larger-scale applications such as stopping porcupine chewing or for keeping bears from marking their
territory on the surface of a wood pole, Sniff’n’Stop PAINT kits work best.  Both QUART and
GALLON size kits are available.
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Enclosures and Pad-Mounted Equipment
Critters become a problem when they invade pad mounted utility equipment such as transformers, switch
gear, and other enclosure-based equipment.  A new Sniff’n’Stop product, a Time Released Scent
Deterrent Canister, is available that is designed to release and diffuse Sniff’n’Stop’s odorant into
confined areas.  With the door closed, the odorant level increases to levels above the required 0.2 ppm.
When the enclosure door is opened, the odorant smell simply blows away with the wind.  

Substation Cable Trays, Ducts and Conduits
Cable trays carry control wires and conductors from outside high voltage electrical equipment, through
the building walls, to sensitive controls inside the building. Animals also use these cable trays as access
routes into the control building.  Once inside, they can do extensive damage to the sensitive cabling and
equipment.
A simple and effective rodent barrier has been designed that concentrates and maintains Sniff’n’Stop’s
odorant level well above the required 0.2 ppm.  This barrier consists of an open-cell sponge, coated on
both sides with Sniff’n’Stop, and sandwiched between flexible layers of barrier film.  Sniff’n’Stop’s
odorant is trapped inside the sponge.  Application of the barrier is as simple as cutting the sponge to the
desired dimensions and packing it into the opening.
This same coated-sponge technique can be used to directionalize Sniff’n’Stop’s odorant into ducts and
conduits.  For this application, only one side of the die-cut sponge is coated.  The sponge is pushed into
the mouth of the duct around the cable with the barrier-side out.  Sniff’n’Stop’s odorant diffuses down
the pipe protecting it from rodent damage.

Figs. 19. & 20.  Single-Coated or Double-Coated Sniff’n’Stop Sponges for Cable Trays and
Duct and Conduit Applications

Figs. 21. & 22.  Sniff’n’Stop Time Released Scent Deterrent Canisters Effectively Protect
Enclosure-based Equipment from Critter Damage
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REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE 
Sniff’n’Stop animal deterrent technology holds significant promise in many areas of utility operation and
maintenance.  The key is working with industry personnel in identifying specific problems having
potential Sniff’n’Stop applications.  
Many critter problems can be addressed by utility personnel with after-market Sniff’n’Stop kits, as have
been shown in this paper. It is anticipated that other problems will be more economically addressed by
equipment manufacturers during equipment manufacture (e.g. mixed with wood preservatives, painted on
interior walls of enclosures, vaults and hand-holes, on overhead transformers and switch gear around
bushings and insulators, in and on cable jackets, etc.) 
We would like to extend an invitation to work with utilities and manufacturers alike in pursuit of these
solutions.  
If interested, contact:

ICORP-IFOAM Specialty Products Corporation
Phil Landers, President
250 Power Court
Sanford, FL  32771
(407) 328-8500 office
(407) 328-7230 FAX

or in North and South Carolina

Utility Lines, Inc.
Vern Anderson, Sales Representative
206 W. Walnut Street
Davidson, NC  28036
(704) 896-8866 office
(704) 896-8868 FAX
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